
Zigis Portable Amp 

The Zigis amp appears on Ebay at very low prices and is sent all the way from Latvia. In 

fact, I didn't expect too much because it was SO cheap and I really didn't expect it to 

arrive so quickly from there. The guy selling these is really on the ball.  

 

The sound is amazingly powerful and it actually 

drives the AKG K601 to very loud volumes. How 

clean may be another long term listening matter, but 

it works well for sure. 

 

It has a plastic casing and doesn't recharge the 

battery but the sound is quite amazing for this sort of 

money. I have no idea what op amp is in there, (yet) 

but it delivers fine sounds.  

The amp produces less noise than the Pocket Amp. (Similar pricing/build) I like the 

sound of the PA but it does produce a little hiss with lower impedance headphones and 

it runs out of steam on a difficult load. That can be quite a nuisance on a portable amp 

since you don’t want to have a compressed sound with high impedance headphones or 

hiss with low impedance. However, if you are actually going to use it on the move with 

noise all around you, then the hiss wouldn’t be a problem.  

I tend to move around with 16 ohm IEM’s straight from the DAP for convenience, but in 

‘hotel’ moments, I would rather use an amp with a better headphone and this is where 

these portables are really useful to me.  

The enclosure itself needs feet if you don't put it in a bag. You have the usual ‘slide draw’ 

to take out and connect the battery and there is one 

thing here that I am not so keen on in a portable amp. 

There is nothing really to hold the battery still inside 

its compartment. A bit of foam stuffed in with it 

would sort this out. If you intend to actually use the 

amp portable, it might be better to fix the battery a 

little better to stop it rattling around. 

What surprised me was the way the amp drives the K601 in particular, which is almost 

laser-like for sound problems and signs of compression or that kind of 'squashed' sound 

you can get when amps are underpowered. To me, it seemed quite a useful match 

actually and the K601 seemed to develop quite a lively character with a nicely matched 

bass. That really surprised me and had me thinking that maybe it would be really useful 

to be able to pack a K601 for use away from home with this amp. 

 

There is another option as well which really makes sense in ‘hotel’ land. (Where I 



sometimes live) It seems that I could use a 30v (!!!!) dc supply. Here's what Mr Zigis 

wrote to me: 

 

Actually you are one of the first, receiving not what you see in ebay listing, but my new, 

improved CMoy amp:) I am working on photos and description right now, new (your) 

model may be listed only today late or tomorrow. 

 

Main difference from first model: DC input socket (before only on request for extra money), 

now amp is DC coupled, this mean no more caps in signal path, less coloured sound. 

DC socket is 5.5/2.1mm, center pin positive. You can use PS up to 30V with this amp and 

this chip. If you change chip, see new chip datasheet for max voltage. Some chips work 

with +-12V max, this mean with 24V PS you are safe with any chip. Of course you can use 

any lower voltage too. You need plug 5.5/2.1mm preferably, however 5.5/2.5mm work too. 

Best regards, 

Zigis 

 

That sounds good to me. I can't believe the price he sells these at. They are REALLY 

good value. This means that the amp would have even more headroom available. The 

other interesting thing that caught my interest, was Zigis saying that I had a ‘second’ 

version with this power option and that it would be ‘less coloured’. 

 

Well, it sounds really good with the K601 as well so the 30v would do it for me!!! 

 

I found a cheap horrible 24v supply (from one of the Bravo type amps) and it really took 

off -  driving again, the K601. It drives it with ease and the bass attack is tremendous. It 

also has a really ‘see through’ type sound. So perhaps this ‘less coloured’ suggestion is 

correct. In fact, the more I listen to this, the more I really do like it. 

 

At first, I hadn’t seen the DC socket. Zigis hadn't advertised it so I didn't notice. I did 

notice the ‘see through’ sound on battery There is no recharge which imo is a pity. I’d 

like a rechargeable option. It’s a pain having to find another battery every time it runs 

down although battery life is pretty good actually. 

 

With more volts put into it, the more it jumps to life with real authority. 

 

After some extended listening I think that it is one of the best buys I've seen for good 

sound. 

 

I listen to a lot of speech as well as music on headphones and voices are a great sound to 

use to listen for colourations. I often find for instance, that mens' voices tend to sound 

ramped up in the mid bass so they go a bit boomy sounding. Also, sibilance can easily 

show as well. 



 

You'd think that the bass is lacking when listening to voice and yet, when you put some 

well recorded music on, the mellowness is retained in the top end but the bass appears 

into the mix and makes the K601 seem so rich sounding. 

 

I only have the amp set at around 11:00 and it's plenty loud on the AKG. Tonally, it's 

sounds absolutely spot on. The blandness that you can get with the K601 isn't there and 

the headphone has a character that's really good. Bass attack is fast and pretty powerful. 

It sounds like a big amp and putting 24v through it really lifts it. 

 

It kind of seems a bit daft listening to a headphone like the K601 on a portable amp but 

it really is a full bodied, rich sound which I like a lot. 

 

If anyone is looking for a first amp or a cheap amp that is really good - this is quite an 

amazing little box. 

 

I have found that there's not a great deal to be had by sticking a cheap supply on since 

imo, noise may become an issue. The Zigis is rather prone to picking up mains hum, so 

perhaps it would be better to find a ‘quieter’ supply. (Which can ramp the price up a bit) 

 

Zigis does make a power supply which is cheap but it has an annoying two pin European 

plug so it would need to go into an adapter for us. I hate that nonsense since the plug 

will be sitting on a platform above the mains plug - not ideal for us in the UK. 

 

I have always associated CMoys with average sound and good value, but this seems 

quite a bit better with a good power supply. 

 

I managed to borrow V1 version of the amp so 

I set them up side by side, got them to the 

same volume with same music and headphone 

to compare. (Mine’s a V2) 

 

There IS a slight difference. The V2 is slightly 

crisper up top. It is perhaps a tad more 'see 

through'. Zigisg says he took capacitors out of 

the audio path to clean the sound up and it 

looks as though it actually does. 

 

However, if you're using it with a Portapro or something of that quality, perhaps it 

probably isn't so noticeable. On a K601 I would say that the V2 is slightly more 'airy'. 

Both have good bass. Plugging in the V2 gives more authority so the V2 is a better amp. 

It’s very slight on battery power but the advantage of a power supply on the V2 is even 

better. 



 

He's changed the looks too. Same plastic box but a brass front and black volume control. 

 

Thing is, would I get a V2 if I had a V1? If I was just wanting to use it mobile with a 

portapro type headphone, I wouldn't bother but having said that, I do prefer the V2 with 

its advantage of doubling up as a small home amp. At the price, it's a real bargain and it 

does drive the K601 quite nicely. (So does the V1 with slightly less 'airiness') 

 

It seems like there are different versions flying around as well. My amp has a Burr-

Brown Texas Instruments OPA2134 dual op-amp. The LM4562 is also a Burr Brown 

chip I think. I'm not sure what's in the V1. I didn't realise Zigis was playing around with 

op amps as well, so that could account for the slight difference I hear between the V1 

and mine. (Although some think all op amps are much of a muchness, I know) 

 

Checking the specs, it's virtually identical except for the opamp and Rubycon power 

output caps which are missing on the V2. 

 

I am very pleased with the version that I have if I'm honest. The sound is way above the 

price level imo. The only thing I wonder about is the quality of the sockets. I noticed that 

the V1 socket is a bit 'stiff' when you push the headphone in and that can sometimes be 

the sockets wearing. 

 

Differences between old version and newer version. 

 

input coupling caps are taken out. 

positive: less parts, less noise (as the input resistance is smaller) 

negative: DC on the input will be amplified and can silently destroy headphones if a DC 

is present. 

This will manifest itself in a scratchy pot b.t.w. so there is a (check) possibility for DC to 

be present in the signal path. This is a rare occurence though.  

 

PCB now double sided and has a groundplane. 

It also has provisions for a basic constant current charging circuit. 

Different opamp. 

 

The output power is limited by the rail splitter and is asymmetric. 

 

A charge circuit isn't installed because: 

 

a: he has made a rechargeable version later for a higher price (parts + 

rechargeable battery). 

b: he found out that a constant current may damage rechargeables or could blow 



normal batteries if used and 'charged' so ditched it 

c: the circuit got too hot on 30V DC input so ditched the idea. 

 

BTW – I would hold back on the rechargeable version for the time being. It’s a lot more 

money and there are issues with battery life at the moment. 

 

Solderdude gives some important info: 

 

The amp itself is the most basic C'Moy there is. 

 

The used rail splitter circuit TLE2426 has avantages and disadvantages. 

 

It turns out that the K601 is the about optimum load to drive with C'moys. 

Because the impedance is medium (120 Ohms) and doesn't need a lot of voltage 

so portable amps with 9V can drive it loud AND it draws less current than low 

Ohmic cans. 

 

C'moys cannot provide high amounts of current because opamps are designed to 

drive 600 Ohm loads (aside from the 4556 for instance who can deliver 

substantially more). 

 

This opamp(4556) is used in the O2 and Grado amp b.t.w. but won't bring any 

advantages here because of the used railsplitter type. 

 

Especially in case a 30V supply voltage is used any headphones between 120 and 

600 Ohm can be driven loud. 

 

the maximum current an OPA2134 can deliver is about +/- 45mA (symmetrical 

clipping behavior). 

 

The TLE railsplitter, however, can provide max +35mA and -70mA. 

 

So in case both channels are driven at the same time and phase (as is usually the 

case with stereo) the maximum current is not determined by the OPA2134 

anymore but by the railsplitter that must handle 2 return currents at the same 

time. 

 

Since it is asymmetric the lowest current determines the max current. 

 

So the 35mA is divided over 2 channels, which means each channel can supply 

17.5mA. In practice it will be better a bit so lets say 25mA per channel. 



Above these currents distortion will increase. 

 

This is so called 'peak current' and to get to the 'RMS value' it must be divided by 

SQRT2.  

 

So about 18mARMS per channel. 

Since power = IRMS2xR this means 40mW max into 120 Ohm. 

The voltage that belongs with this power U=IxR so 2.16VRMS. 

To see if this voltage fits in 9V we multiply this RMS voltage by 2xSQRT2 and get 

6V. We also need to include voltage drop at that current so can add 2V. 

In total we need at least 8V to reach the maximum it can deliver in 120 Ohm. 

 

How loud will an K601 go ? 

the efficiency is 101dB with 1V on it. 

The C'moy can supply 2.16V into 120 Ohm so this means a factor 2.16 higher. 

When we convert this factor to dB's we get +6.7dB so the K601 at maximum 

power will deliver sligthly over 107dB, which is quite loud already. 

 

Take into account the TLE is bypassed with reservoir caps that can handle short 

peaks (music consists of peaks) you might even reach 109dB with some 

distortion which is pretty loud. You won't be able to stand that pressure for long.  

 

In higher Ohmic headphones the delivered power will be higher but only when 

supplied with a higher voltage which it can do. 

 

In short a 9V fed C'moy with rail splitter TLE2462 gives maximum 

power/performance in a 120 Ohm headphone. 

So the K601 is ideal for a 9V fed C'moy.  

 

Of course opamps sound good (and thus also C'Moys). Large quantities of them 

are used in the entire signal path. If they would sound bad every recording made 

and played back would sound bad.  

 

By the way the biggest differences between the V1 and V2 is not the absence of 

the caps alone but also: 

 

PCB (ground plane, which is important) 

used opamp 

gain setting 

 

apples and pears.. but in case all of this translates in better SQ the upgade is 



worthwhile, but not only because of the absence of caps. 

 

As always, thank you Solderdude!! 

 

Great to be able to do a review with two heads and not one eh? ;-) 

 

So, a long review and a closer look at a portable amp. It sounds really good and 

has plenty of power. I’m pleased with it and now had it for some time (as well as 

other portables). I still feel the same about the amp. It has a full bodied sound 

that seems to make my K601 in particular, spring to life. 

 

You’re probably thinking ....... £100 for something like this. (Similar to the 

expensive Grado amp) I left the price to the end since if you have read all of this, 

you are looking for a good amp and not worrying about what you pay so much 

perhaps. 

 

Well, here it is....... I paid £30 for it!!!!! 

 

Ridiculously good for that price. 

 

 
 


